Interferometric TanDEM-X data are used together with high-resolution, airborne lidar-derived digital elevation models (DEMs) to produce digital canopy models (DCMs) for the boreal forests of Remningstorp and Krycklan, 
In densely forested regions, X-band signals will primarily scatter from tree canopies, thus introducing a significant offset from ground level in TDM-based DEM measurements. However, if an accurate, high-resolution external DEM is available, this offset can be estimated and used for forest height mapping.
The main scope of this paper is to show that digital canopy models (DCMs) can be derived from TDM DEM data can easily be interpolated to radar geometry.
In the second step, DEM phase is computed using satellite state vectors (orbit position vectors). The quasi bistatic acquisition geometry has to be considered in this step. In practice, the difference between the bistatic range (distance from the master satellite to a DEM pixel and then back to the slave satellite) and the monostatic range (two way distance between the master satellite and a DEM pixel)
is computed, and then transformed into a synthetic DEM interferogram. Also here, a Newton-Rhapson based algorithm is used to compute the exact monostatic and bistatic range values. The displacements of the satellites during pulse propagation time are also accounted for.
During the third step, the DEM phase is removed from the TDM interferogram by means of complex multiplication of the TDM interferogram with the complex conjugate of the synthetic DEM interferogram. The interferogram is then 166 multilooked coherently and the phase is unwrapped using an optimal 21t-window which minimizes the risk of wrapping.
In practice, this is done by a multiplication with a complex constant with unit magnitude and a phase chosen in such a way, that the unwrapped phase histogram has its minima at 0 and 21t.
In the fourth step, interferometric phase is transformed into forest height using a linear function. The slope of the function is equal to the height-of-ambiguity (HOA) divided by 21t, while the intercept is an image-specific height offset.
HOA is the vertical height shift corresponding to a 21t Note that all interferometric processing is performed in SLC (radar) geometry rather than in DEM geometry to preserve the high resolution of the data, minimize the need for oversampling, and preserve the original frequency components. Processing in DEM geometry would be simpler to implement and would not require the computationally demanding LUT inversion, but it is not recommended due to the aforementioned problems. Stand-level averages were also computed in SLC geometry. Only the fmal DCM products were re-sampled to DEM geometry for better viewing and comparison with reference data. All figures shown in this paper are in UTM coordinates (zone 33N for Remningstorp and zone 34N for Krycklan). Polarization dependence is not studied in this paper. All DCMs presented in this work were derived from VV -polarized TDM data.
RESULTS
A comparison between TDM DCM and lidar DCM is shown in Figure 1 for a 1500 m x 1200 m region in Remningstorp.
The three TDM DCMs were acquired at three different baselines corresponding to different HOA values. As it can be observed, image quality decreases when HOA increases.
HOA is inversely proportional to the perpendicular baseline.
An increased HOA means lower baseline, which leads to a decreased height sensitivity. The signal-to-noise ratio in phase images becomes lower. Large baselines are therefore desirable for interferometric forest imaging. However, too This is probably due to the lack of leaves during winter.
CONCLUSIONS
The approach presented in this paper shows great potential as a future tool for detailed forest mapping. In countries like
Sweden, where a high-resolution DEM will be available on a national scale, this method can easily be extended to larger areas. Further work in the project involves derivation of biomass retrieval algorithms based on physical models and regression, modeling of seasonal variations and topographic influence.
